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IN MY OPINION:
The meeting today was only about 1 ½ hours long, but several issues were brought
forth for consideration. Susan Forman gave the Council a comprehensive report on
many changes that should be made at BIA. Although the report was quite detailed,
two items were considered proprietary information and for the Council’s information
only, therefore I cannot include the full report here. Maybe later. This report, and a
report from the Osage Producers Association (not presented), were submitted to
help the MC prepare an agenda for the bi-annual OMC/BIA Consultation Meeting
(the do-better meeting) being planned for December, 2014.
Hiring this lady is the best thing the Council could have done to begin repairing
the damage done by years of inattention to the production, quality analysis, quantity
measurement, and sales of our natural gas. Not only have the Shareholders been
ripped off on the royalties, the Producers have probably been being paid much less
than what they should have been. This may be new information for the MC and the
Producers, but apparently it’s been going on for many years. One major point she
makes in her report is that the BIA must hire qualified natural gas accountants to
determine the true value of the gas leaving the Mineral Estate. I’m betting that when
this issue is all boiled out, we will see many millions of dollars in revenue the
Shareholders and the Producers did not receive, and we may never get it all back. It
just makes me wonder what our own specialist in oil accounting and measurement
would turn up. It probably wouldn’t be as bad as the gas problem, but then again,
right now a barrel of oil is worth about 14 times the value of natural gas per MCF.
The Council is discussing hiring an oil specialist, but so far, they haven’t decided on
one. Several have been mentioned.
Warren Thomas with the Sullivan oil company, told the Council today that they
had purchased a lease from someone a year or so ago, and have drilled and are
producing oil and gas from 3 new wells on that lease. He said that they recently
discovered that this was an “oil only” lease. This is one more problem that the BIA
should have caught when the lease changed hands, and it is a problem that the MC
could have caught if they had a database with lease information available at the MC
office. Both are required to be notified when a lease changes hands. However, this
is a serious problem for Sullivan. They are the ones ultimately responsible for
knowing what they are buying, and immediately reporting any discrepancies.
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I heard none of the Council ask if that lease had been producing gas prior to the
purchase, however Sullivan knew they intended to drill for oil AND gas. That’s
where the buck stops, folks. It is the BIA’s responsibility to resolve the issue, and
Sullivan has paid, or is offering to pay, any back royalties due. The BIA had no
representative at the meeting today, so no one knows what they plan to do. This
may be serious enough to terminate the lease, but let’s hope that something better
than that can be worked out. We desperately need the production.
The Council still hasn’t replaced any office staff. They told us that they had 5
applicants, and that they may vote to hire someone at the Wednesday meeting.
Let’s hope they will hire someone who can take the bull by the horns, and start
organizing things. We don’t need to be training a beginner. Who would train them?
There has been no good news about the wind farm problem. When I attended
the first hearing Judge Haney held, it was obvious that the deck was stacked against
us. That proved to be true with his last order allowing the wind farms to proceed.
Apparently he didn’t read the Accufacts Report attached below. This report was
written in 2013 by a long time engineer who has extensive experience with corrosion
by electrolysis, and concerns a wind farm project in Illinois. Obviously Judge Haney
thinks the Osage should look like ‘exhibit 1’ of this report.
If there are any legal avenues left open to us, I hope the MC will continue the
wind farm fight, subject to our own legal counsel advice, of course.
Ray McClain, Osage Mineral Estate Beneficiary

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR ‘ACUFACTS’ REPORT.
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Accufacts Inc.
“Clear Knowledge in the Over Information Age”

4643 192nd Dr. NE
Redmond, WA 98074
Ph (425) 836-4041
Fax (425) 836-1982
kuprewicz@comcast.net

February 21, 2013
To: Chairman Robert Walberg
And Fellow Boone County Board Members
1212 Logan Avenue
Belvidere, Illinois 61008
Re: Placement of Wind Turbine Power Generation Farm in Proximity to Major
Hydrocarbon Liquid Transmission Pipelines
Accufacts was asked to provide independent observations related to the proposed installation
of a multi-megawatt wind turbine farm “Project,” last estimated at approximately 200 MW,
to be installed over, or in close proximity to, two existing liquid transmission pipelines
sharing a pipeline right-of-way, or “ROW,” in Boone County, Illinois (see Attachment 1
presenting buffer zones from structures and the pipelines’ approximate ROW). It is my
understanding that these two pipelines are fairly new and operated by Enbridge Pipelines in a
45-foot wide pipeline ROW. Specifically, the wind farm could impact: 1) a 42-inch pipeline
moving dilbit (a blend of Canadian tar sand bitumen and diluent) moving oil south via Line
61, and 2) a 20-inch pipeline moving diluent north (aka Southern Lights Diluent Pipeline).1
Both of these pipelines have been identified as part of Enbridge’s Lakehead Pipeline
System.2 A Google Map aerial view of the general area of the proposed wind farm area
shows the terrain of the overall site including the exiting pipelines’ ROW (See Attachment
2).
While an offset distance from the pipeline ROW is one possible way to approach certain
threats to the existing pipelines, Accufacts believes, after reviewing Attachment 1, that such
an approach may not adequately deal with the threats to the pipeline that can be associated
with the Project. Federal pipeline safety regulations place specific obligations on Enbridge,
the pipeline operator, to assure the safety of the pipeline from various threat activities that
may exist off, as well as on, a pipeline ROW. Local and state agencies should be able to
place as a condition of a permit approving the Project, that certain precautions including
prudent engineering analysis have been performed, documented and are sound (usually
subject to independent verification). Such agencies can require the Project to produce
engineering calculations, usually with the documented approval of the pipeline operator that
assumptions, the design, the installation and its operation are appropriate and thorough to
1

Enbridge website: http:www.enbridgesus.com/Delivering-Energy/Growth-Projects/MainlineExpansions/
2
Enbridge website: http:www.enbridgesus.com/Delivering-Energy/Pipeline-Systems/LiquidPipelines/.
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assure local agencies that the public is adequately protected from a pipeline failure that might
be caused by the Project.
Accufacts sees at least three categories of threat to the pipelines from the Project:
a. external loading threats,
b. misplacement or improper alignment of the wind turbines, such that tower loads
or turbine blade failure could reach the pipelines, and
c. stray current effects from the Project’s electrical system.
Under federal pipeline safety regulation, all of the above risks are the responsibility of the
pipeline operator whether the threat is on or off the pipeline ROW. The pipeline operator
should be able to demand certain requirements such that the Project will not threaten the
pipelines. Local agencies should be able to mandate and require adequate proof and
documentation from the pipeline operator that these threats have been prudently evaluated
and resolved in the final design, its placement, and the Project’s operation.
Federal pipeline safety regulation, 49CFR§195.110 External loads, clearly places an
obligation on the pipeline operator to anticipate external loads that might cause the pipeline
to fail. Specifically the above regulation requires:
“(a) Anticipated external loads (e.g.), earthquakes, thermal expansion, and contraction
must be provided for in designing a pipeline system. In providing for expansion and
flexibility, section 419 of ASME/ANSI B31.4 must be followed.”
Such anticipated external loads could be from various Project activities, associated with
construction as well as day-to-day operation. Enbridge should be able to show what load
threat with sufficient safety margin, would be permitted, given the depth and soil conditions
of the pipeline in the area of the Project. Distance can also be a safety factor though it may
not be that critical for this type of threat, given the fairly level terrain (see Attachment 2).
Federal pipeline safety regulation, 49CFR§195.442 Damage prevention program, places
additional demands on the pipeline operator to assure activities around a pipeline don’t
imperil the pipeline so as to cause its failure. Such activities that may threaten a pipeline can
go well beyond the pipeline’s ROWs. Specifically,
“(a) Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section, each operator of a buried
pipeline must carry out, in accordance with this section, a written program to prevent
damage to that pipeline from excavation activities. For the purpose of this section,
the term “excavation activities” includes excavation, blasting, boring, tunneling,
backfilling, the removal of aboveground structures by either explosion or mechanical
means and other earth moving operations.”
Blasting is an example of where activities well beyond a pipeline ROW can be restricted if
such activities can cause a pipeline to fail. As an example, Enbridge should be able to
require the relocation or alignment of each generator in proximity to the pipeline ROW such
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that placement would not allow a failed turbine blade break to impact the buried pipelines. I
suspect the pipelines are not buried deeply enough to prevent impingement given the size and
weight of the turbine blades. This is a category of threat where distance could be used to
provide prudent pipeline safety.
The potential for electric generation/transmission stray current interference to quickly rip the
steel from buried pipelines, even very deep pipelines, is well understood and known in the
pipeline industry. Federal pipeline safety regulation, 49CFR§195.577 What must I do to
alleviate interference currents, requires pipeline operators:
“(a) For pipelines exposed to stray currents, you must have a program to identify, test
for, and minimize the detrimental effects of such currents.”
These stray currents are often created by electric transmission or power equipment poorly
designed and/or placed and are usually associated with facilities not on the pipeline ROW.
While distance helps to reduce the effects of stray current to a pipeline, Attachment 1
suggests that the placement of electric power lines will be highly scattered in proximity to the
pipelines from the Project. The pipeline is well within its rights to demand and understand
the Project’s electrical design/installation and its possible impacts to generate stray current on
the pipelines. Enbridge should stay very close to the Project’s electrical design / layout and
its potential to generate stray currents that could seriously and very rapidly impact the
soundness of the pipelines.
Accufacts’ observations are based on our extensive experience concerning pipeline issues,
including but not limited to: routing, design, construction, operation, maintenance,
emergency response, SCADA operation, leak detection, spill response, pipeline incident
investigations, integrity management, pipeline safety regulatory development, and risk
management, especially in sensitive areas. I have consulted for various local, state and
federal agencies, NGOs, the public, and pipeline industry members on pipeline safety
regulation, operation and design, with particular emphasis on operation in unusually sensitive
areas of high population density or environmental sensitivity where a pipeline release could
have serious consequences.
I understand that this information is being submitted as testimony. Having previously been
sworn for expert testimony on many pipeline matters, I am familiar with the serious nature of
giving my oath and you may consider this written document to be my sworn affidavit. All of
my opinions are based on reasonable engineering and scientific certainty.

Richard B. Kuprewicz
President,
Accufacts Inc.
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